
Piezoelectric materials, Greek for “to press” and “electricity,” generate a measureable voltage upon application of a

stress. Barium titanate is a common piezoelectric material which can be synthesized in the form of a nanowire array.

This geometry is highly anisotropic and offers the potential to be integrated into a highly sensitive shear stress sensor.
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Challenges are posed in the fabrication of such a sensor

• Finding suitable substrate to bond nanowire array

• Creating conformal top electrode

Promising techniques:

• Sputtering thin layer of metal on NW array

• Conductive polymer – viscous and can be cured. 

PEDOT:PSS or polyaniline

• Using buffer layer of polymer spun in between 

nanowires like PMMA or PDMS

Frequency response plots device characteristics 

in the frequency domain:

• Magnitude response: ratio of voltage 

produced to input excitation

• Phase response: the phase angle between 

the input signal and output

• Coherence: “amount” of voltage produced 

attributable to excitation. Measure of linearity.

Left: BaTiO3 nanowire array
Top: accelerometer configuration

PEDOT:PSS is a mixture of two ionomers

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 

polystyrene sulfonate was used as a 

conformal conductive top electrode

The insulating barrier layers tested were: PDMS and PMMA

poly(methyl methacrylate) and polydimethylsiloxane

Polymer Electrodes

Above: frequency response of industrial PVDF film sensor

Right - PEDOT:PSS structure [3]

Spin Coating PDMS Barrier Layer

1. Synthesize polymer mixing resin and hardener

2. Dilute with toluene to reduce viscosity [4]

3. Spin coat with static dispense

4. Sit overnight in vacuum dessicator

5. Cure in convection oven at 80 oC

OR Spin Coating PMMA Barrier Layer

1. Same process but PMMA dissolved in toluene from polymer 

pellets

Etch the barrier layer with O2 plasma (PDMS is difficult to etch)

Spin coat PEDOT:PSS

Pole NW devices

Above Left: PMMA structure [2], Right: PDMS structure [1]

Image Captions

1. NWs coated in PDMS, unetched

2. NWs in PDMS, etched and covered 

with PEDOT:PSS

3. NWs in PMMA, etched and covered 

with PEDOT:PSS
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Successful device of PMMA layer

• Coherence is only near unity or unity at high frequencies

• Poor response at low frequencies

• No resonant peak in magnitude response (FRF)

• No good sensor region

• Sensitivity: Maximum of -32.04 dB = 40.86 mV g-1

• dB = 20 log (ref) where ref = 1V/g for 0 dB

Stiffness of PMMA is likely inhibiting efficient transduction of force to the nanowires, preventing 

higher sensitivity of piezoelectric material. The Young’s modulus of PDMS is nearly 4 orders of 

magnitude lower than PMMA [4][5]. Future work will involve verifying etch processes for PDMS and 

fabricating NW in PDMS devices.

5. http://www.mit.edu/~6.777/matprops/pmma.htm

6. http://www.mit.edu/~6.777/matprops/pdms.htm
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